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RIGK Industry Reporter 

Dear Sir or Madam 

Subjects concerning recycling, saving resources, sustainability, ClosedLoop or Design
for Recycling have gained importance in the past and will become increasingly far-
reaching. For these reasons, we have decided to separate the RIGK Newsletter into the
fields of Agricultural and Industry according to specific target groups. 

We are all the more pleased today that you are now receiving the first edition of the RIGK
Industry Newsletter. Not only will this inform you about recycling topics from RIGK, it will
also always give you a comprehensive view of regulations, laws, trends and future
questions concerning packaging, plastics and their recycling. 

One important current legislative topic is the amendment to the German Packaging Act
(VerpackG), which is associated with a lot changes that will affect the manufacturers and
distributors of packed goods. By taking part in the RIGK take-back systems you will be best
equipped to meet all the relevant requirements. On our Booth 316 in Hall A6 during the
IFAT Trade fair (from 30 May to 3 June 2022) RIGK will also be informing trade fair
attendees about lots of innovations, explaining the new rules and providing advice on their
implementation. We will also be available to give you advice through our normal
communications channels.  

For 30 years RIGK has contributed to saving resources, and thus to protecting the climate,
with its take-back systems. We are also a little bit proud of this and are really pleased that
we will be live at the IFAT to present our sustainable take-back systems. Let us take this as
a positive sign – for the responsible further development of a society based on
environmental and climate protection.  

Because our actions now will decide the world of tomorrow! 

Enjoy reading this newsletter. 

Markus Dambeck  
Geschäftsführer, RIGK GmbH

LUCID mandatory registration takes effect from 1 July 2022 

The amendment of the Packaging Act has resulted in further changes. From 1 July 2022, all
marketers of packaging filled with goods in Germany will be obliged to register in the public
register LUCID.  

Already since the beginning of May 2022, all manufacturers and distributors of packaging
can carry out their registration or notification of change on the electronic data processing
system of LUCID made available on the website of the ZSVR (German Central Agency
packaging register).  
RIGK actively supports its customers in the registration and notification process. A guide to
registration prepared by us answers the most important questions. 

> Learn more here

On the home stretch for IFAT 2022 - RIGK looks forward to your visit

In less than two weeks, the time has finally come. Finally, trade fair again, real talks and
meetings with customers! The IFAT trade fair will take place in Munich from 30 May to 3
June 2022 and RIGK will be there again. RIGK will be there with a large booth in Hall A6
316 and our team is looking forward to meeting you. At our booth, we will also be presenting
a number of cooperation partners with whom we would like to lend more weight to our motto
this year "Circular Economy Needs Cooperation". Another highlight is the 30th anniversary,
which RIGK is celebrating this year and will of course also be celebrated at the trade fair. 
You can make an appointment for IFAT here.  

> Learn more here

Recycling of filter cartridges with
BRITA and RIGK  

The family-owned company BRITA has
been producing water filter systems for
commercial and private users since 1966.
To protect the environment and save
resources, BRITA has set up a recycling
system for filter cartridges from the
commercial sector with the support of
RIGK. Customers can return the cartridges
free of charge; these are separated into
their components and fed into the recycling
process and processed into plastic
recyclate and new products. 

> Learn more here

Recovery of hazardous packaging
and packaging of dangerous
goods 

RIGK is the specialist for the take-back of
hazardous packaging and packaging of
dangerous goods. With our take-back
systems RIGK-G-SYSTEM and RIGK-
PICKUP-SYSTEM we offer the suitable
solutions for a legally compliant take-back.
The Packaging Act places special
requirements on the take-back and
recycling process of this special
packaging. With our systems, you always
work in compliance with the law! 

> Learn more here

150 million t possible CO2 savings
through more circular economy 

A new study has calculated the influence
of a strengthened circular economy on
CO2 savings. According to the study, an
annual saving of 150 million tonnes of CO2
EQ could be realised by 2035 by
optimising and promoting the circular
economy. The study was commissioned by
the Federal Association of the German
Waste Management, Water and Raw
Materials Industry (BDE). 

> Learn more here

RIGK opens Twitter channel 

As an active member of the circular
economy, RIGK is committed to reporting
as extensively as possible on topics such
as plastics recycling or sustainability. This
applies to the news content as well as the
channels through which we connect with
the public. To this end, RIGK now also
regularly informs business partners,
customers or generally interested parties
about company-specific news on Twitter.
But the focus here is also on tweets about
general news from plastics recycling and
sustainability.

> Learn more here

RIGK recycling solutions for industry 

Under the label RIGK Industry we bundle all take-back systems for customers from industry
and trade. Here, three take-back systems form the basis of the recycling solutions for
customers or manufacturers and distributors from industry and commerce: RIGK-SYSTEM,
RIGK-G-SYSTEM and PICKUP-SYSTEM. In order to manage these systems, RIGK works
with licence marks with which the participants mark their packaging and finance and ensure
the take-back via a contribution. 

> Learn more here
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The RIGK Newsletter r informs you regularly online (around 3 to 4 x a year) about anything worth
knowing about RIGK as well as the news from the plastics and recycling sector. Should you have gotten
the Newsletter by accident we apologise for that. 
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